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Shale gas: what is it?
Gas contained in lowpermeability shale
(typically source rock)
Produced using new
techniques to boost flow
rates from reservoirs
previously considered uncommercial
New techniques involve
drilling horizontal wells &
hydraulic fracturing at
multiple intervals

The revolution started in the US
US dry gas production by type

Source: EIA , Annual Energy Outlook 2012 - Early Release

Shale gas now accounts for almost a quarter of total US gas production & could reach
half by 2035

US has numerous shale gas plays

Well over a third of all the US shale gas produced today comes from the Barnett Shale, but
output from several new plays – notably Marcellus, Haynesville & Eagle Ford – is rising fast

The global resource base is huge
Technically recoverable resources of shale gas by country

Source: EIA/ARI, World
Shale Gas Resources
2011

Resources of shale gas in place are very large globally, but how much will prove to be
economically recoverable is still extremely uncertain

Interest in shale gas around the world
is growing
Canada
Production has been
growing rapidly in
W.Canada & is set to
underpin LNG
exports to China (as
US demand drops)

Latin America
Shale (& tight) gas
discovered in
Argentina (Neuquén
Basin) & interest in
Chile

Europe
lots of interest & some
exploration drilling, but
geology difficult & costs
may be high

Indonesia & India
Plans to launch 1st
shale gas tenders in
2012 in Indonesia &
2013 in India

China
Large resources in place,
exploration drilling underway.
Government is targeting
production of 80 bcm by 2020,
but significant technical &
economic challenges mean
target is unlikely to be met

Australia
Large resources & some
encouraging exploration
results already, but costs
likely to be high due to
logistics & labour

Activity in several parts of the world – including Europe, China and Latin America – but
limited drilling & no commercial production outside of North America as yet

But potential barriers to developing
those resources
Resource base – quality & implications for costs uncertain
Access to land and resources – e.g. patchwork of licensing
arrangements across Europe
Local opposition – resistance to an unfamiliar, invasive
industry

Availability of rigs, other equipment & personnel
Proximity to existing pipeline infrastructure
Environmental issues

How real is the environmental risk?

Source: Chesapeake Energy

Following well-formulated regulations & applying industry best practice can mitigate
environmental risks

What is happening in Europe?
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A lot of interest – especially in Poland – but results of initial exploration wells are
disappointing & development, if it proves viable, is likely to be slow

How do Europe’s shale plays compare
with the US?
Country

Play

Thickness (ft)

Depth (ft)

US

Barnett(core)

100 ‐600

6,500‐9,000

US

WWoodford

120 ‐345

6,000‐‐13,000

US

Fayetteville

20 ‐2000

1,000‐7,000

US

Haynesville

200 ‐300

10,500‐13,500

US

Marcellus

50 ‐2000

4,000‐8,500

Germany

NW German Posidonia

50 ‐200

6,500

Netherlands

West Netherlands Epen

50 ‐82

4,900‐‐21,325

Poland

Polish Baltic Depression

>328

8,200

Poland

Lublin Trough

325 ‐6,500

7,545

Source: F.Gény, Can Unconventional Gas be a Game-Changer for European Gas Markets? OIES, Dec 2010

European gas shales tend to be deeper, thinner, hotter, more pressurised & have higher
clay content than US plays

Implications of shale gas for global
gas markets
Significant impact already

> The unexpected increase in US shale gas production
contributed to the global supply glut

> Removed the US from the global gas market as less need to
import LNG

Longer term impact

> Can the US revolution be replicated in the rest of the
world?

> Will the US & Canada export shale gas as LNG?
> How will that affect prices & pricing arrangements?

Gas prices have rebounded everywhere
– except in the US
Gas prices (monthly)

Booming shale gas production in the US has kept prices there low, isolating it from other
regional markets & prompting moves to try to export surplus gas as LNG

Implications of shale gas for olefins

mb/d

World oil production by type in the WEO-2011 New Policies Scenario
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Growing shale-gas production will contribute significantly to the expansion of NGL
supply, boosting potential feedstock for ethylene steam crackers

Concluding remarks
The shale gas boom in the US looks set to continue with
enduring impact on global gas balance
Potential to replicate US experience in other parts of the
world, but costs uncertain & will in any case take time
US exports & production outside US would help keep
prices down & hasten shift away from oil-indexation
Shale gas will add to NGL supply

NGLs, in turn, are key to the economics of shale-gas
developments
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